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Abstract 
The Iosipescu shear test, also known as asymmetric four point bending of a V-notched beam, 
is frequently used for measuring in-plane shear properties of composites. The ASTM standard 
(ASTM D-5379-05) regulates how the test is to be performed. It prescribes a notch opening 
angle of 90° independently of the material tested, although this has proven to produce 
inhomogenous strain distributions in the test region (between the notches) for orthotropic 
materials. Commonly, strain gauges are attached in the center of the test region where the 
deviation from average strain is high. Thus, systematic errors in the measurement in the range 
of 10% or more may be introduced. 

The modified Iosipescu shear test, presented in this thesis, uses a variable notch opening angle 
depending on the material orthotropy and orientation to accomplish even stress- and strain 
fields in the test region. The variable notch opening angle accommodates both anisotropic 
materials and their orientation. Based on an elastic rescaling theory for orthotropic materials, 
the geometry was rescaled to recreate the same stress distribution in the test region as for 
isotropic materials. Specifically the notch opening angle was rescaled depending on the 
orthotropic ratio, the ratio of the two in-plane principal stiffnesses (Ex/Ey), to obtain the 
optimal notch geometry. The rescaling procedure has been verified numerically with FE-
simulations and experimentally for several materials of different orthotropic ratio showing 
that this was a very feasible method. Using a whole field optical measurement system during 
testing, significantly more homogenous strain fields were observed than for the standard 
specimen geometry. Thus, there is no longer any need for correction factors, relying on FE-
simulation, to obtain correct shear moduli. Constitutive shear properties and strength can thus 
be more accurately measured, more completely and with fewer sources of error. Notably 
higher shear strengths at larger strains were also recorded compared to standard testing. 

The function of the new fixture was evaluated and compared with the standard Wyoming 
fixture. Combined in-situ 3D deformation measurements of both the new fixture and the 
specimen showed that out of plane specimen deformation was very low and substantially 
lower than the Wyoming fixture. Thus considerably lower parasitic stresses are introduced 
with the new fixture. 

Recommendations regarding fastening of the specimen were determined based on simple 
analysis combined with FE-calculations and experiments. For both isotropic and orthotropic it 
was found favorable if the clamp load used to hold the specimen and the expected net peak 
load and were set about equal. This reduces the risk of failure outside the test region by 
crushing, brushing, splitting and etc. The same effects as shown in the FE-simulations were 
also observed experimentally and of similar relative magnitude. 

Problems with differences in strains arising on the front and back face of the specimen during 
testing have been frequently reported in the literature. This is believed to stem from deviations 
from nominal specimen geometry such as non-parallel and/or non-perpendicular bounding 
surfaces. Three types of these combinations were evaluated numerically and the two most 
significant were confirmed experimentally. The most critical geometrical deviation assessed 
was a specimen with slightly conical cross section in the gripping region. For both isotropic 
and orthotropic materials, very small deviations from nominal geometry, caused unacceptably 
large errors in measurements of constitutive behavior.  

 

Keywords: Composite, Modified Iosipescu test, shear test, strain field uniformity, whole field 
measurement, imperfection sensitivity, clamping 
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1. Introduction 

This is a short introduction to testing of composite materials and an overview of the present 

and historical field of research to place the work in a wider context. The topics presented here 

are mostly related to experimental observations but some also to numerical simulations. Other 

experimental techniques than studied in this thesis are included and discussed briefly since 

they are also frequently used in both industry and research facilities. After the introduction, a 

summary of the appended papers follows and the contribution to the field of in-plane shear 

testing of orthotropic materials will hopefully become perceptible. 

1.1 Composite materials 

Early usage of manmade composites dates back several thousand years where clay bricks 

were reinforced with straw to enhance the mechanical properties, and a similar concept, still 

used in developing countries are straw huts walls reinforced with clay[1]. In nature, there are 

also many examples of optimized advanced composites such as wood, bone and clam shells 

which are very strong and stiff compared to their weight. 

A modern manmade composite material is built-up of two or more constituents, each with 

specific properties, and the idea is to combine these to create a new material with desired 

characteristics that are better than the properties of the constituents alone. Commonly, short or 

long fibers are included to provide the stiffness and strength of the material. The fibers are 

surrounded by the matrix which distributes the load between the fibers in the material, 

encloses and protects the fibers from the environment and keeps them straight for more 

efficient load transfer. In Figure 1, a principal sketch of a composite with two constituents is 

shown. The fibers are long, aligned, continuous and surrounded by the matrix. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1 An example of a composite. a) A uniaxial lamella with continuous fibers arranged in one direction is 

illustrated. b) Cross section of the lamella with the fibers and matrix indicated. 

This model is rather simplified since the fibers are assumed to be parallel, straight and evenly 

distributed, perfectly bonded and without any voids or inclusions in the matrix etc. Also other 

constituents such as fillets and fiber coating have been neglected although all these parameters 

are of important for the actual properties of the composite. 

 

One example of a slightly more complex composite is a laminate illustrated in Figure 2 where 

several thin uniaxial lamellas are stacked to form a laminate. The lamellas may be oriented 

and stacked in an arbitrary manner to obtain the specifically desired laminate properties. 

 
Figure 2 Composite material built up of lamellas to form a laminate. Laminate properties depend on lamella 

properties and the stacking sequence and the angle between them. 
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1.2 Composites vs. common materials 

One of the major advantages with composites are that they allow complex parts to be 

produced in one piece combined with optimization of strength and stiffness depending on the 

loads acting on it to achieve low weight and to reduce cost. Material can relatively simply be 

added or reduced at a specific position depending on the particular design loads to enhance 

the properties of the structure. Although there are both several different types of composites 

and different techniques to manufacture them, production is often the most complicated and 

costly step when composites are used. For complicated structures, such as an airplane 

fuselage, composites can significantly reduce the number of parts needed to be assembled and 

thus reducing production costs. Often, also a weight reduction can be achieved.  

The common materials such as steel and aluminum are very homogenous compared to 

composites which are distinctly heterogeneous in their nature due to their constituents. This 

makes them harder to repair and also more sensitive, especially to impact damage which may 

cause delimitation within the laminate not visible from outside. Inspection techniques as e.g. 

ultrasonic measurements are required to find such damage which also is relatively 

complicated to repair. [2] 

1.3 Applications 

The usage of fiber composite structures and parts is increasing rapidly. From previously being 

exclusively for aerospace industry and high tech sport equipment, now boats, bridges, busses, 

trains and wind power plants have a primary structure made of composites. More applications 

are introduced and the market is expected to continue to increase, especially with the focus on 

biodegradable and more recyclable materials and nano-composites to increase performance. 

One key to using more composites has been the development of the manufacturing techniques 

and more knowledge on how to design the product with composites in mind. 
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2. Testing of composites 

Compared to many homogenous materials, e.g. steel and aluminum, the mechanical properties 

of the composite laminate are highly dependent on the material orientation due to the stacking 

sequence of the material and may thus be customized. To characterize steel and aluminum in 

the elastic domain, only two independent variables are required, and if isotropic hardening is 

considered two additional parameters are required. Plasticity theorems such as the von Mises 

yield stress can be adequately related to physical mechanisms. Composites are often regarded 

as elastic and to describe the in-plane behavior of the simplest arbitrary laminate, six 

independent variables are needed. If the panel is orthotropic, only four independent elastic 

constants are needed in 2D. Determining material parameters for an isotropic material is 

intricate, but it is significantly more difficult for an anisotropic composite. A fiber composite 

laminate normally is very strong in some specific directions or planes but also exhibits weak 

planes and such a simple thing as just holding the specimen while performing a test may 

prove very challenging. In order to perform simulations of components, e.g. in FE-

calculations or using plate theory etc., the constitutive behavior of the material must be known 

and thus testing to obtain accurate material data is essential. Two types of data are needed for 

a basic material model: Young’s- and shear moduli as well as Poison’s ratios along principal 

directions. 

Uniaxial tensile tests are used to determine the Young’s moduli in the principal directions of 

the material and can also provide the Poison’s ratio. From such experiments, elastic data as 

well as the non-linear domain may be evaluated for normal stresses and strains. 

The constitutive behavior in shear is more intricate to obtain. Determining the strength of a 

material proves to be difficult as the composite may either degrade under continuously 

increasing damage or break outside the test region due to local effects, e.g. due to the 

fastening. For the case where the material accumulates more and more damage with 

increasing deformation and load, the load is often redistributed and the resulting load case 

may be very different from the one originally intended in the test. Sometimes, assessing the 

strength of the specimen may prove difficult as no distinct peak load may be reached. 

2.1 Strength and failure under general loading 

A composite panel may fail in several different ways; delaminating, fiber breakage, matrix 

cracks, deboning of the fibers etc. and this makes it much more difficult to predict strengths 
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and failure loads for components. For ductile isotropic materials, prone to plasticity only few 

additional material data are required to predict strength and load carrying capability of a 

structure, but for composites it quickly becomes complicated to obtain accurate material data 

since so much more information is needed. Even one of most simple and frequently used 

criteria’s for in plane mixed mode failure of a composite, the Tsai-Hill criterion 

 
2 2 2
1 1 2 2 12
2 2 2 2
1 1 2 12

1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
σ σ σ σ τ
σ σ σ τ

− + + = , (1) 

is empirical and gives only an indication of how close to failure a component may be. To 

evaluate the Tsai-Hill criterion, both tensile and/or compressive strengths, 1σ̂  and 2σ̂ , as well 

as the in-plane shear strength 12τ̂  must be known. These strengths must be accurately 

determined from experiments for such computations to be useful. 

2.2 Shear testing 

For a more general representation, not only in-plane properties are required but also through-

thickness properties, and this is illustrated in Figure 3 where also the material directions are 

indicated. From proper shear tests, both the constitutive behavior and strengths may be 

evaluated. There are several different methods to acquire these properties and each method 

has strengths and weaknesses. One common problem for all methods for shear testing of 

panels is that the loads must be applied indirectly. 

 

Figure 3 Illustration of shear test specimens commonly used with test regions indicated for; a) in plane and b) 

through-thickness. 
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2.2.1 Through-thickness 

For through-thickness testing, there exist several different methods to determine strengths, 

constitutive behavior or quality control. One of the most commonly used standardized 

methods for reinforced plastics is the Double Notch Compression test (DNC), ASTM D 3846 

[3]. A specimen is cut out form the panel and two notches are introduced on the opposite 

sides. Thereafter the specimen is inserted into a fixture and subjected to a compression load, 

this is illustrated in Figure 4b. One of the drawbacks with this method is that it produces 

inhomogeneous stress and strain fields with high localized strains and stresses in the vicinity 

of the notch roots. A modified version of this test is the Inclined Double Notch Shear test 

(IDNS) [4,5] where an additional load set is applied to avoid these problems which is shown 

in Figure 4c. 

One further test method is the short-beam test where a short beam is subjected to bending and 

this is shown in Figure 4a. This is one of the simplest tests to perform, but due to difficulty to 

interpret results, this test method is mainly intended for quality control and comparative 

testing [6]. Further, it only works well for quite low through-thickness shear strengths. 

 

Figure 4 Test setup with specimen, fiber orientation and loads indicated. a) The short-beam test. The test 

region between the notches is indicated for b) DNC test and c) the IDNS test with the additional load 

set to circumvent the stress and strain concentrations in the notch roots. 

These test methods illustrate the basic problem of shear testing, simple test methods such as 

the short-beam test only work well under certain conditions and quantitative measurements 

are generally not possible. The DNC test suffers from high localized stresses at the notch 

roots due to specimen geometry although it has a well defined test region and a known net 

shear stress. An improvement is the more advanced IDNS-test which addresses the 

singularities in the notch roots. To achieve well defined testing conditions, all aspects of the 
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test must be addressed and this is normally very challenging in theory but even more so in 

experiments. 

2.2.2 In plane 

For in-plane shear testing (here denoted the 1-2 plane, see Figure 3), the same inherent 

problems are observed. For a thin-walled tubular specimen, pure and simple shear is possible 

to accomplish by applying a torque at the ends. For a planar specimen this is not possible and 

the shear load must be accomplished indirectly. One method to achieve a shear is illustrated in 

Figure 5 where a uniaxial load is transferred through the mechanism to produce a shear 

deformation of a plate which is fastened to the fixture.  

 

Figure 5 Illustration of mechanism to convert a uniaxial load to a shear deformation of a plate,

DIN standard 53399. 

Even when proper shear conditions are accomplished, at the same time, also other stress 

components must be kept significantly lower which may prove to be much harder to achieve. 

As the nominal load increases, also other undesired stresses will increase. One major source 

of error is the fastening of the specimen: it should firmly hold the specimen but at the same 

time not influence the test otherwise. This may pose a problem due to large differences in 

strength and stiffness along the different directions of the material. Further, also the test 

region must be well defined and specimen failure should occur in therein. Due to the inherent 

problems to achieve this, several different test methods have been developed with different 

advantages and disadvantages.  
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3. In plane shear testing methods 

Several methods have been developed specifically for measuring in-plane properties of 

composite materials. These methods use specimens of various sizes and shapes and attempt to 

achieve well controlled testing conditions in the specimen. For instance, if the internal 

structure of the material is coarse, a larger test region is required to obtain representative 

material data. Such factors and others must be taken into account when selecting the test 

method. For some applications, a well defined mixed stress state may be required, for instance 

to evaluate material data for a failure criteria, or to verify such as e.g. shown in Eqn. (1). 

3.1 The Arcan test and fixture 

The Arcan shear test was presented 1978 by Arcan et. al. [7] as a method to produce uniform 

plane-stress states with applications to fiber-reinforced materials. One advantage with the test 

method is that it also allows a controlled mixed mode load. The load may be altered from only 

shear load to pure tension or compression depending on the angleα . The test fixture and 

setup is illustrated in Figure 6. Data from combined shear and tension/compression load may 

be used to determine failure criteria and to further enhance failure predictions.  

 

Figure 6 The Arcan fixture used for mixed mode testing. By varying the load angleα different failure modes 

may be tested from shear to uni-axial tension. 
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3.2 Two- and three-rail shear test 

These shear tests are designed to produce in-plane shear properties for material stress-strain 

response, shear modulus and strengths. Both test methods are used for high modulus fiber-

reinforced composites. The two versions of the test use either a two- or three-rail fixture. In 

the first version, illustrated in Figure 7a, a tensile force is applied to the fixture. The specimen 

is clamped between the two fixture halves. For the second configuration, shown in Figure 7b, 

the laminate is clamped on the opposite edges with a tensile or compressive load applied to 

the third pair of rails in the center. Both these test method require relatively large specimens 

compared to other test methods although this may be favorable for a more heterogeneous 

material. Unfortunately the stress and strain field includes singularities arising from clamping 

at the free edges of the specimen which may cause arguable results [8,9]. 

 

Figure 7 The a) two- and b) three-rail shear methods. The specimen, (darker gray) is bolted in the fixture and 

the a load is applied to the fixture. The in test region, strain gages are fastened to the specimen to 

measure shear strain.  

3.3 Tension of ±45° laminate 

Off-axis tension of a cross-ply laminate is the standard test method for in-plane shear 

response of polymer matrix composite materials [10]. The test method is limited to 

continuous high-modulus fiber reinforced polymers with the specific ( 45± ° )ns stacking 

sequence. This testing method must always be used with considerable caution when 

determining shear strength. The complex stress state inherently present in this specimen 

makes it questionable as a generally valid shear test method. Its use should be limited to 

testing classes of composite materials where it has been verified as being adequate by 

comparison to one of the other, more valid shear test methods. Especially, for some newer 

classes of composite materials it has shown to produce erroneous results [11].  
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3.4 Iosipescu shear test 

This test method was first developed for metals by Iosipescu [12] and presented 1967. The 

test method was early adopted for testing composites. Two of those who actively supported 

this method for composites were Walrath and Adams (1983) [9]. In this early paper, they 

reported the current state of the test method and presented a specimen and a fixture, see 

Figure 8. The specimens were 51mm long, 12.7mm wide and ´as-received´ in thickness. The 

specimen was placed in a slot with fixed size and thus the height of the specimen was crucial 

to ensure proper testing conditions. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8 a) The schematic of the early loading fixture which resembles the asymmetric four point bending test. 

b) An early version of the Wyoming fixture developed by Walrath and Adams. Redrawn from [9] 

This fixture addressed the problems associated with an earlier version known as the 

Asymmetric Four Point Bending (AFPB) [13], illustrated in Figure 9, where the arising shear 

stress is highly dependent on the distances between the loading points. One further problem 

with the AFPB setup is the very high contact stresses at the cylindrical loading points causing 

crushing of the specimen and uncertainties in exact positions of the loads and thus net shear 

stress. To reduce the risk of crushing, tabs can be attached to the specimen. 

Walrath and Adams fixture had larger fixed loading points and separated the loads to either 

side of the specimen, and thus the net shear stress could simply be calculated from the applied 

force and the cross-sectional area between the notches. Due to the larger loading regions the 

problem of crushing was reduced. 
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Figure 9 Asymmetric four point bending of the v-notched Iosipescu shear test specimen. 

In 1987, they published revised version of the test [14] where they redesigned the fixture and 

increased the specimen size, see Figure 10. With the updated fixture, larger specimens were 

tested (the same dimensions as the present standard) and thus also the test region was 

increased. As previously, the left and the right fixture parts were identical with respect to 

specimen clamping. The left part is fixed to the base whereas the other part is free to move 

along and around a post. Further, one key feature was the adjustable wedges which allowed a 

variation in the specimen height up to 1mm and hence simple fastening of the specimen. Also, 

the front face of the specimen could now be observed throughout the whole test.  

 

Figure 10 The second version of the Wyoming fixture. Key features; adjustable wedges, alignment pin and 

observation of the front face of the specimen through the whole test is possible. 

With this test effects, of notch depth, angle and root radius were studied using FE-analysis 

[14]. It was found that the all these parameters affect the arising stresses in the test region. 

The notch depth was found to have a minimal influence of the stress state whereas the effects 
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of varying the notch radius and angle were pronounced. Walrath´s original argument for the 

90° notch opening angle was: since the notch flanks would be aligned with the planes of the 

principal stress, these would then be zero at the notch root. Therefore the notch would not act 

as a stress concentrator, its only function being to force the shear-stress distribution to be 

uniform as opposed to parabolic as in an un-notched beam. Further, Walrath and Adams [14] 

analysis showed that by increasing the notch opening angle above 90° for the stiffer 

orientation bridging the test region of an orthotropic material, the stress concentrations at the 

notch roots could be reduced and an overall more homogenous stress state could be obtained. 

By varying the notch root radius, the homogeneity could further be improved. The test 

method was by this time well established and implemented as an ASTM standard [15]. 
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4. The Iosipescu shear test in detail 

The Iosipescu shear test for composites has been verified and evaluated numerous times and 

has been found to work well for many applications. Compared to other test methods, this 

method has been found to produce the most controlled testing conditions [8,9]. However, 

there are several issues which have been widely reported in the literature and where 

improvements are desirable. Such important issues concern: inhomogeneous stress and strain 

state in the test region, twisting of the specimen causing differences among front and back in 

measured strains, crushing at loading points, unwanted failure modes, but also specimen 

preparation and manufacturing techniques. Many of these are interconnected which make 

them difficult to investigate. To be able to perform a correct shear test with sufficient 

accuracy, all these aspects must be controlled.  

4.1 Inhomogeneous fields in the test region 

Inhomogeneous stress and strain fields are the most frequently reported problem with this test 

method. Depending on the geometry of the test region and the orientation of the principal axes 

of the material, different shear stress and strain profiles are obtained. In ref. [14] the notch 

root radius was altered from 0 to 1.27mm and the arising stress distributions were 

significantly affected for an orthotropic material with the stiffer material orientation 

transverse the test region. For the sharpest notch, high strain concentrations were recorded at 

the notch roots and as the radius increased, an overall more homogenous stress state was 

obtained.  

The same type of behavior can also be observed while testing different ratios of orthotropy, 

i.e. the ratio of the Young’s moduli in the two principal directions of the material. Using the 

standard notch opening angle of 90° and testing various materials with a ratio of 1 up to 50 

shows numerically or experimentally that the arising shear stresses and strains will be in-

homogenous [14,16-25]. With increasing ratio of orthotropy, this effect becomes more 

pronounced [26]. 

There have been several different approaches to solve this issue. Some have tested different 

notch opening angles, changed the load introduction or by significantly changing the 

specimen design. In references [14,27] the authors varied the notch opening angle and showed 

that it affects the stress or strain profile in the test region for an orthotropic material. Also 

other attempts to achieve a more homogenous stress and strain distribution by altering the 
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specimen geometry have been attempted; a staggered v-notched beam was suggested to 

resemble the standard geometry after splitting from notch roots had occurred [20]. This 

appeared to have a positive effect on the shear stress and strain states in the test region 

although other components may have been affected too. Note that the effective notch 

opening-angle will be much larger than for the standard specimen since one of each notch 

flanks is removed. In ref. [21] the load is introduced by four pin loaded lengthwise positioned 

holes outside the test region. This also appeared to have a positive effect on the stress profile 

in the test region.  

4.2 Correction factors 

Due to the inhomogenous stress and strain state in the test region, several authors 

[18,22,24,28] have suggested the use of a correction factor based on FE-simulations. Most 

often two gages with orientation 45± ° and a length of 1-2mm are attached in the center of the 

test region. The correction factor is then evaluated as the ratio between the average strain over 

the whole test region and the strain measured at the center point. Some authors even introduce 

a correction factor for the non constant strain distribution under the gage. To achieve even 

further accuracy, it has been suggested that a non-linear material model should be used [29]. 

4.3 Twisting and load off-set 

There are several studies reporting of specimen twisting under loading [18,19,28,30,31]. 

Twisting of the specimen results in front to back differences in the measured strains. Hence, 

front to back averaging is strongly recommended to minimize those errors in measurements of 

the constitutive behavior. However, if the material response is non-linear there may still be a 

notable deviation from correct material data. The cause of twisting and uneven front-to-back 

strain distribution is often attributed to specimen imperfections, load off-set or unwanted 

fixture deformation. Pierron et. al. [28] showed that very small deviations from nominal 

specimen geometry may cause large deviations in measured strain on the front and back face 

of the specimen. Several modifications based on the original Wyoming fixture have been 

proposed to address load introduction and to constrain rotation of the fixture by using 

additional guiding devices [25,28,31,30]. 
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4.4 Crushing and other failure modes 

In order to obtain correct shear strength data, as well as constitutive behavior up to that point, 

the specimen must fail in a correct manner. This may be a problem for some types of 

materials. Examples of unwanted failure modes are crushing in the gripping region, splitting 

outside the test region and brushing among others [27]. Several authors have addressed these 

problems and worked on lowering the contact stresses, mainly close to the notch 

[16,27,32,33]. This has been done mainly by changing the geometry of the gripping region 

where the specimen is clamped prior to loading. Also assessments of the contact strains have 

been made by attaching strain gages close to the contact on the specimen front face [33]. 

4.5 Manufacturing techniques 

To manufacture specimens with high accuracy is rather intricate. One method was developed 

by Blackletter et. al. [34] where several coupons are manufactured simultaneously. Using 

their technique, the deviation within a batch of specimen could be in the range of 13μm±  on 

characteristic lengths such as e.g. width. The variation along the surface was not measured in 

this study. In another investigation conducted by Pierron [28], an interesting observation was 

made; A few specimens exhibited larger differences in front to back strain than the other 

specimens. The clamped surfaces were carefully examined and on those specimens, a slightly 

conical cross section was observed. The clamped surface was slightly tilted and the height 

difference between the back and front face was 10-15μm  over the thickness of 2.6mm. The 

difference between front and back strains varied up to 25% for this type of imperfection.  

Efforts to find correlation between edge machining effects and coupon shear strength showed 

that surface roughness is not a relevant indicator to asses effects of machining quality [35]. 

No conclusive correlation between machining techniques and measured shear strength could 

be made there. 
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5. Outline and results of the thesis 

The shortcomings of the Iosipescu shear test have been pointed out previously and justified 

the efforts trying to solve them. The purpose of this work was to improve the accuracy and 

robustness of the test method and also to point out areas were carefulness is essential. The 

research in this thesis is presented in detail in the appended papers and is here summarized in 

this introductory part. 

5.1 Uniform stress and strain fields in the test region 

Both the feasibility of the Iosipescu shear test and areas of possible improvement have been 

pointed out in the literature previously. One of the major drawbacks of the Iosipescu shear test 

is that it produced inhomogeneous and widely different stress and strain fields in the test 

region if standard testing procedures for composites were followed. As discussed previously, 

solutions such as applying correction factors from FEM requires that the all mechanical 

properties of the specimen material must be known before the test is evaluated. Here a 

different approach was chosen; Based on elastic rescaling theory previously used for fracture 

mechanics of orthotropic materials [36], the geometry of the specimen was rescaled to 

recreate the stress distribution in the test region for an isotropic material. Hence, the notch 

opening angle of the original Iosipescu shear test for isotropic materials was used and rescaled 

depending on the orthotropic ratio, the ratio of the two in-plane principal Young’s moduli 

( x yE E ), to obtain the optimal notch geometry. The advantage with this method is that only 

the moduli, Ex and Ey, of the panel must be known to device specimen geometry and these are 

significantly easier to obtain than shear properties (which are not needed beforehand). 

Both numerical FE-simulations and experimental evaluation showed that this was a very 

feasible method. The effects of such rescaling are shown with experimentally obtained whole-

field shear strains in Figure 11. It can be clearly seen that the rescaled specimens exhibit a 

more homogenous strain distributions between the notches and thus eliminate the need of 

correction factors etc. This is properly shown and discussed in Paper A. 
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Standard Rescaled Standard Rescaled 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 11 In-situ shear strain distributions acquired during experiments at approximately the same load level. 

(a) Standard geometry with stiffer orientation aligned with test region. 
(b) Rescaled geometry with stiffer orientation aligned with test region. 
(c) Standard geometry with stiffer material orientation bridging the test region. 
(d) Rescaled geometry with stiffer material orientation bridging the test region. 

5.2 Strength measurements 

Further, also shear strength measurements were addressed. There are several differences in 

how a specimen may fail in the test region. For uniaxial fiber composites there exist two 

distinctly different failure modes. For fibers aligned with the test region, normally a brittle 

fracture occurs and the specimen is divided into two. For fibers bridging the test region the 

most common failure sequence is first axial splitting starting near the notch root radius. This 

normally occurs almost simultaneously at both notches. This is then followed by continuous 

failure progression with multiple limited cracks along the fibers in the test region. For other 

stacking sequences, the specimen is most commonly deformed under progressive formation of 

damage and load redistribution (tension of fibers rather than shear) at larger displacements. 

Here, primarily uniaxial materials have been tested, since these pose the most demanding 

testing conditions. Encouragingly the point of first failure was pushed higher with the rescaled 

specimen geometry. For the material orientation with fibers bridging the test region, see 

Figure 11cd, axial splitting occurs at much higher net shear loads, and shortly after the first 

axial splitting, the maximum load carrying ability is reached. In contrast, with the standard 

ASTM specimen, the load could normally be increased substantially after first splitting since 

the resulting stress state then is more benign for shear testing. Also this is described more in 

detail in Paper A. 
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5.3 Fixture function and performance 

Due to the many reports in the literature of unwanted loads on the specimens when testing 

with the Wyoming fixture a new and very sturdy fixture was developed addressing those and 

other issues. In Paper B, further validation of both the fixture and the modified testing method 

was undertaken. This was done using an image correlation system which was able to not only 

measure the in-plane strains and displacements, but also the out-of-plane displacements. The 

specimens were monitored on both front and back faces and the strain fields were computed. 

Thereby, not only the average but the complete deformation and strain field from both the 

front and the back face could be studied in detail. Further, also the deformation of the fixture 

was studied in detail at the highest loads and compared with the Wyoming fixture 

displacements. The new fixture exhibited substantially lower unwanted deformation and 

twisting. Also the complete constitutive stress-strain response was evaluated for several 

materials using both monotonically increasing and cyclically increasing load. Both fixtures 

are shown in Figure 12. Some of the features of the new fixture are: double guiding rods for 

the moving fixture halve, improved clamping mechanism applying only normal loads, 

clamping possibilities also in the 3-direction near the highest contact pressures to reduce risk 

of crushing and brushing of the specimen and also a suspension to minimize compressive 

stresses in the test region. Further, also the new center positioning device is more precise with 

the new fixture. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12 The fixtures used for experiments in this thesis. (a) The commonly used Wyoming fixture and (b) the 
in-house built fixture with several novel features to provide more accurate testing conditions. 
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5.4 Clamping the specimen 

One major issue with all testing is gripping the specimens in place. In many instances, the 

required stress state has to be accomplished indirectly, through holding, gripping, and loading 

the specimen elsewhere. This may often cause additional and undesired stress states, which 

may prove detrimental to test performance. To reduce the risk of unwanted failure modes in 

the Iosipescu test, such as crushing and splitting in the gripping region, also clamping of the 

specimen was examined here. The investigation was based on the new fixture and how the 

specimen was clamped there. Some simple estimates followed by FE-computations were 

performed for an isotropic material, and various degrees of clamping force were studied. 

Generally, the appropriate level of clamping scales with the expected material strength and 

thus the peak net load applied. Hence, the specimen experiences the combined effect of these 

two load sets, and proper clamping should preserve the same ratio among those for different 

materials.  

For the Iosipescu test, three critical phenomena were observed: very high contact stresses at 

the inner loading points, loss of contact on the opposite face of those points, and substantial 

tensile stresses where contact is lost. Firmer clamping may delay and lessen the loss of 

contact, but will also increase the high contact stresses. The generally most favorable trade off 

among these was found for a clamping ratio of ~unity, i.e. where clamping force and highest 

net shear load were equal. Some methods to reduce the number of FE-calculations were also 

presented. This is described in detail in Paper C. 

Subsequently, these issues where studied both for orthotropic materials, and investigated 

experimentally. Similar, but depending on orthotropy rescaled, results where obtained 

numerically for the various materials modeled. All numerically expected phenomena where 

experimentally verified to both level and location for an isotropic material. Similar 

observations were made for orthotropic specimens, but with lower precision and more scatter 

and noise. Reasons for this were, among others, stiffer materials and lower strains since some 

measured strain components were only marginally larger than the accuracy of the optical 

measurement system. The best way to control clamping levels was found to be by applying a 

specific torque while clamping. These results are presented in detail in Paper D. 
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5.5 Effects of geometrical specimen imperfections 

Although the new fixture produces well defined loading conditions, there exists one more 

important source of error, namely the specimen itself. During the experimental testing, front 

to back discrepancies in the measured strain were observed and the cause of these was sought 

in minor deviations from perfect geometry. Previously, Pierron et. al. [28] had observed a 

connection between front to back differences in strains suspected to arise from geometrical 

imperfections of the specimen. This motivated further and more detailed studies of the same 

and other imperfection types, see Figure 13. 

In Paper C these imperfections were evaluated numerically using FE-calculations but only for 

an isotropic material model. The FE-analysis showed that the imperfection illustrated in 

Figure 13a had a minimal effect of the stresses in the test region and was thus omitted in the 

continued studies.  

The numerical simulations also showed that the through thickness shear stress distribution 

was non-linear for both the conical and rhomboidal imperfection type. Thus, averaging the 

measured front and back shear strain will not be sufficient to obtain correct constitutive 

behavior. 

For the rhomboidal imperfection, see Figure 13b, skewed shear stress distributions were 

observed on the back and front faced, but sloping in the opposite directions. However, the 

average shear stresses were the same on both faces, but higher than the net shear stress. 

For the last type with conically beveled cross section, see Figure 13c, the effects of the 

imperfection were pronounced even for such imperfections as small as 10μm . For slightly 

larger imperfections, the deviation from ideal stress distribution was distinctly higher. 

  

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 13 Specimen with parameter d which describes the magnitude of the imperfection is indicated for each 
imperfection type, respectively. (a) Imperfection type 1, one side is lower in the contact region, (b) 
Imperfection type 2 when the specimen cross section is rhomboid and (c) Imperfection type 3 when the  
cross section is conical. 
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These studies were expanded to include orthotropic materials and experiments on both 

material types to verify the results from Paper C and this is shown in detail in Paper E. With 

the orthotropic material model, and along both orientations, the FE-simulations showed that 

the specimens with a conical imperfection were very sensitive. For the smallest imperfections, 

front-to-back stress differences of 5-10% were observed, depending on material orientation, 

and the stress distribution was not linear through the thickness. For slightly larger 

imperfections the difference increased significantly resulting in useless test data if one aims 

for constitutive behavior of the material.  

For the rhomboidal imperfection specimen type, the effects of the imperfection were far less 

pronounced than for the conical one. The FE-model with orthotropic material showed the 

same behavior as previously observed with the isotropic material model, although the 

magnitude of the variations was slightly different. 

To verify the simulations, experiments were carried out on both aluminum and carbon 

reinforced epoxy specimen which were manufactured with these two imperfections. Also the 

experiments showed that the conical imperfections were most sensitive although the front-to-

back differences were still huge, but not quite as large as predicted by the FE-simulations. 

However, they still introduced much larger discrepancies than acceptable. For the rhomboidal 

specimens, the skewed profiles could generally not be observed in the experimental results, 

however the average shear strain on the front and back side were approximately of the same 

which agreed well with the FE-simulations. 
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6. Final words 

The aim with this work was to identify known weaknesses of the Iosipescu shear test and to 

make improvements. With the modified Iosipescu shear test both performance and the 

robustness of the test have increased. Thus, it is now simpler to obtain high quality material 

data in shear. 

By using the rescaled specimen there is no longer any need for correction factors due to the 

strain state in the test region when measuring the stress-strain response using strain gages. 

Still, it is highly recommended to average front and back shear strains for reasons now 

obvious. 

The new fixture and its excellent performance have been essential for the work carried out 

here since unwanted fixture deformation is very low. The studies of clamping and geometrical 

imperfections would not have been possible otherwise. 

The study conducted on geometrical imperfection showed that this is a very important but 

often neglected aspect. Perfect specimens only exist in theory while in practice there is always 

a tolerance. In continued work it would be desirable to test other composite material systems 

and thicknesses to quantify these effects, to state more exact recommendations regarding 

tolerances and to provide some rule of thumb estimates for their significance and magnitudes. 

Finally, a continued effort to make these findings part of the active ASTM standard is desired. 

The most important parts are the rescaled specimen and the improved fixture. They need to be 

independently evaluated to further strengthen the validity of the here proposed improvements, 

to facilitate a swift introduction in the standard. 
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